North Shuswap Incorporation Feasibility Study Group
Minutes
Oct 3rd, 2016 1pm - NS Community Centre Board Room

Attendance:

*Jeff Tarry, Scotch Creek - Chair
*Jane Mastin - TRUE
*Terry Underwood - TRUE
*Bill Long, Scotch Creek
*Craig Spooner, Lee Creek
*Dave Cunliffe, Celista
*Dean Acton, Scotch Creek
*Jay Simpson, Lee Creek

1. Adopt Agenda
Motion by Jay Simpson/Dean Acton

Approved

2. Adopt minutes of last meeting - Aug 8, 16
Motion by Dean Acton/Craig Spooner

Approved

3. TRUE Presentation
Jane Mastin
Report is complete, pdf will be sent to the group
A couple of new items since August
- 2.7 CSRD accumulates reserves - waterworks/fire protection/parkland/and others
roughly $500,000 in reserves right now
- $537,000 in Captains Village Water Utility deferred capacity reserve fund with the provincial
government, may be available to whomever puts water service in SC, plus $60,000 replacement
reserve fund. Need to attach Captains Village to a water system to access these funds. (not
detailed in report)
- 4.2 reasons why there is local interest in incorporation
- 4.3 eligibility for voting
- 6.5 Property Taxation - Table 6.4 - Local taxation amounts are a big part of the discussion
with the CSRD if we go ahead. Table 6.3 shows the percent of locally raised taxation vs
standard municipal budgets (< 32%)
Terry Underwood - Sewer and Water commentary
The various past studies have been summarized
5.2.4 - Various other systems are in place, this is not unattainable. These cases are with Federal
and Provincial grants.
Need a new Phase 1 cost for the sanitary system, $3m may be doable
start with treatment plant, disposal may be on this site to start
need a footprint (not available for grant), Sicamous is 7ha for 3000+ people
Caravans West using 1/3 of treatment plant on busiest weekends
make sure the pipes are big enough for future growth
Osoyoos IB & RD Okanagan Similkimin (Galagher Lake?) agreement may be a
template. Maybe Caravans West could be set up like this...
There are 20 water systems servicing < 300 connections being overseen by IH
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One reservoir could be built to service everyone, with many existing pipes.
Challenge is to find someone to build reservoir and the major lines. Everything should fall into
place from there. Cost recovery is the big question. New municipality could build reservoir and
main lines via a grant from feds/prov. IH will give huge support if all the various systems are
included. Build in Latecomer agreement and DCC.
Very doable, well within the financial resources of a SC municipality.
Jane Mastin
7.0 - how elected representation changes and service delivery
8.0 - Summary
How does the report read for the next step, to talk knowledgeably regarding incorporation. Is
the message sound, and compelling? Add an executive summary putting that positive message
in clear words.
provide community access - library? chamber?
meet with ministry - their mandate to respond to issues of this nature
someone locally? Kathy LeBlanc?
4. Study Group Discussion
How to draw in Lee Creek/Celista
discuss this with the Ministry - may make it part of the next study
do this before we spend more of our money
When bring in MLA, MP?
do it now, send copy of report
MLA may assist in setting up meeting with the ministry
MP can provide support. Let him know as he may help with future grants.
5. Questions/Comments from the public
Would it be a requirement for the public to attach to the sewer and water systems?
If objective is environmental protection, Muni council has obligation to require connections.
Maybe 1 yr from date of completion. Some hardship cases. When house sells covenant, etc.
What's driving this, water, sewer, incorporation?
Planning & control locally, followed by sewer and water systems.
What's it going to cost me as a homeowner?
Taxes would stay the same or it just won't work. This detail would be identified in the formal
study. The numbers and activities shown in this report are working with existing money.
Must both sewer and water be done at the same time?
If that is done then you dig up the roads only once but there may not be funding for both.
Send the LSIB a copy of the report.
Motion: TRUE to complete the report edits as discussed. Upon receipt of the Final Report it will be
distributed as discussed in Next Steps, section 8.2.
Craig Spooner/Dean Acton
Approved
6. Set next meeting date - no meeting required.

